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INTRODUCTION 

The scudy of che nucleon-ancinucleon (MN) iaceraccion is 
needed for a better understanding of che aacure of che forces gov
erning che nucleon-nut1eon (NN) system (a subject of ordinary nu
clear physics) and, hopefully, for a aore general theory of baryon-
baryon interaction. Why is additional information on the NN system 
necessary after decades of incense experimental and cheorecical 
work ? The answer is that conclusions regarding NN forces are 
drawn from che daca on NN scaccering and on the deuceron structure. 
In both cases (the deuteron is a loosely bound system) relatively 
large interaction distances are probed (2 1 fm). 

In this range pocential models (like the Paris potential ) 
give a satisfactory explanation of the experimental data. 

For shorter distances (< 1 fm) two main approaches have been 
proposed : quark models2 and relativiscic boson exchange models. 

The understanding of the short range (< I fm) behaviour of 
the force will provide a bridge becveen che two differenc ap
proaches and che explanation of"many phenomena still not veil 
understood (like che spin-orbit splitting in nuclei for example) . 

To show how chc NN, and che NN interactions are correlated, 
let us start from the real pare of the NN Paris potential (sche
matically 3hown in Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of NN and NN potential. 

The long range one-?ion exchange part gives che NN incer
accion ics strong spin-spin and tensor character. The aedium-range 
attraction stems from che scalar (J) and vector (5) parts of che 
two pion exchange. The short range repulsion cooes from the three 
pion (y) exchange. Applying che G parity transformation one gets 
the 3crongl7 attractive short range part of :he N*N real poten
tial* (dashed curve in rig. ! ) . Vich such a potential aany N"N 
bound states and narrow resonant states have been predicted : :he 
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baryonia. 

However, the ÎÎN system differs from the similar MN system not 
only because of the nature of the force but also the possibility 
of annihilation. This process could shift and spread over hundreds 
of MeV the baryonium states. The annihilation behaviour can be des
cribed by the imaginary part of the NN potential. Therefore to make 
possible baryoi/.um states with a reasonable width (of the order of 
10 MeV), the imaginary part of the $N potential must have such a 
shape'that it fits the annihilation data and that its strength can 
be counterbalanced at an interaction distance of ^ 1 fm by the cen
trifugal barrier due to the angular momertum I of the NN system. To 
illustrate this effect let us focus on the baryonium state, the S 
meson, for which in the present confused situation concerning ba
ryonia more experimental evidence exists.3 Its properties are com
pared in Table 1 with those of the A*(1520) resonance. The small 

Table 1. Comparison of the properties of the A and S reson
ances . 

A» 

Mass 1519.5 
± ).5 

I 0 
J* 3/2" 
Full width 15.5 
r (MeV) i 1.5 
CM. energy 1432 
threshold 

width of this latter resonance is nainly-due to the fact that it 
appears as an I « 2 resonance in the &i system. The centrifugal bar
rier hinders the decay in the possible channels. 

Therefore it can be assumed that to get small widths for bary
onia states I valuas larger than two are needed. A similar con
clusion is obtained in the quark representation, where the baryonium 
state is thought to be a bag in vhic.i two quarks and two antiquarks 
are kept far apart because of the high value of their relative an
gular aomenturn.^ 

As the annihilation occurs nainly in the S channel the measure
ment of spin dependent observables in the SN scattering appears the 
more suitable means to clarify the baryonium puzzle and to get in
formation about the ÎÎN force, since these observables will be more 
sensitive to the high I values. 

S meson 

1939 
± 2 
? 
1 
11 
t 6 
1876 



WHAT CAN BE MEASURED AT THE PRESENT STAGE ? 
Three reactions can be envisaged to study the spin dependent 

observables in the SN scattering. 

PP -* PP 0) 
pn * pn (2) 
pp * nn (3) 
The first reaction will lead to I * 0,I states, the second one 

to I » 1 states only, the third one will show up the charge ex
change mechanism. However only reaction (1) can be studied in a 
reasonable amount of time in the energy region available with the 
LEAR facility for the following reasons : 

. For the NN spin-dependent observables the 9-+*- ir-9 symmetry 
induced by the Pauli principle in the NN system does not exist. 
Therefore che full angular range ( Off in the center of mass (CM.)) 
system has to be measured. This implies that the scattered and the 
recoil particle have to be alternately detected in order to cover 
the full angular ranga. 

. The n and n particles are not easy to detect with good effi
ciency and high angular and energy resolution. 

. The study of reaccion (2) implies the use of a deuteron po
larized target for which very low polarization can be achieved 
(15 - 20 2). 

Amongst all the spin observables, that can be measured in the 
reaction (1) only one, the analyzing power, does not need a p polar
ized beam (at present not available at LEAP) or a polariaecer. 
Therefore we plan to measure in the {5p elastic scattering the full 
angular distribution of the analyzing power Â ,, so defined. 

da _ da 
dflt " dUX ,,. 

*Y ' do_ d£_ ( 4 ) 

dflt * dfl+ 
The measurement will be performed with a polarized targer. in 

the p momentum range between 350 and 700 MeV/c, chat, as show.i in 
Table 2, covers the S meson region. 

There exisc many cheocericai predictions ^ of A v, based on very 
different assumptions on che shape of che 3ÏN potential. The experi
mental daca are alaosc non exÎ3Cenc. Therefore che measurement of 
AY = 



. will give information on the existence of the S meson that 
will show up as a strong change in the shape of the angular distrib
ution of A_ in the resonance region. 

. It will permit a choice between the different MN potentials 
that give very differert predictions of Ay and therefore a better 
knowledge of the M force. 

. Another important outcome will be the spin dependence of the 
forward scattering amplitude that can be related,through dispersion 
relations, to the corresponding NN amplitude. 

Table 2. Angular range and CM. energy (S meson mass) range 
scanned with the proposed p momentum gap. 

Beam momentum CM. energy Detected particle Angular 
(MeV/c) /SMeV energy (MeV) range CM. 

350 1910 31 16 - 180° 

• • • • 
700 1990 230 9°-l808 

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 

For the proposed momentum range we will have to handle protons 
or antiprotons of kinetic energy varying from 31 to 230 MeV (see 
Table 2). The angular and energy straggling become very important at 
the lower energies. Hence particular care has to be applied in mini
mizing the target thickness and avoiding windows and other material 
in the particle path. The proposed set up is shown in Fig. 2. The 
anti-proton beam is detected by a chin scintillation detector 2. 
This counter will give the absolut", rate of Che beam and Che start 
for tiae-of-flight measurements. Ihe target box with clean and high 
vacuum will contain the polarized target appendix 4 . The p will 
be scaccered by a 0.3 g/cm^ thick polarized cargec. The targetwill 
concain a subscancial amounc of '-C impuricy and 3otne ^He and *He 
from che cooling system. Therefore Che detection system should dis
tinguish Che p scattering on hydrogen from elascic, inelascic and 
quasifree scaccaring on '2c and ^He and ^He. 

For chac purpose the high resolution spectrometer SPES II 
will be used for momentum analyzing eicher che scaccered p or che 
recoiling p up Co 45* in che laboracory syscem (see Table 2 for che 
CM. range). Due co che high resolucion of our decaccion syscem 
(I -4 MeV for H and .5 Co 2 MeV for 1 2C, ac large angles), che ccncri-
bucion of che quasifree scattering on ' -C Co cn«=. "o elascic scaccerinz 



peak will be small (of the order of i Z), so that the background 
subtraction will cause little error. 

There will be a background of pions produced by the annihi
lation of the beam ; however the time of flight betveen counters 2 
and 7 will easily distinguish p or p's from the remaining pions. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental set up. 

The SPES II spectrometer and its detection system has been 
used for six years in many experiments at CERN. Its characteristics 
are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Characteristics of the SPES II facility. 

im. 

Momentum Angle 

Resolution-2-»5 x 10* 
P 

AcceDtance p i 18 % 

-2 Solid angle « 2 * 1 0 sr 
9 magnification * 2 

To show the feasibility of the experiment in a short time we 
present in Fig. 3 the angular distribution of the analyzing power 
in the reaction p" • p * d + IT* obtained at Saturne, where a scanning 
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Fig. 3. Angular, discribuciotx of Che analyzing power la che reaccioa 
p+p •*• d-Mr* caken ac T • 725 MeV. The angles are in cae 
pion CM. system.. 

'in cvo dimensions (energy and angle) is done. These daca (preli
minary) represeac a full angular discribucion ac one energy and 
have been aeasured in 24 hours vich a beam incensicy of 10 3 pi/sec. 
The speccromecer solid angle was 3 * 10" 3 sr, cen cimes smaller 
Chan che 5?ES II solid angle jT3*lP sr). The liquid hydrogen 
cargec ehickness vas 90 ag/ca", abouc cvo cimes chicker (in hydro
gen concenc) chan che proposed polarized cargec. These numbers co-
gecher vich mean values of che cross seccions for boch reaccions 
are, compared in Table 4. The resulc is chac for a ? beaa o-
>C ' p/sec ve gee comparable acquisicion cimes. Thac means chac in 
abouc one day of daca caking ve should gee a speccrua of che same 
qualic7 of chac shewn in rig. 3. 

) 



Table 4. Comparison of rates in the reactions p+p -»• d+ir and 
p+p + p+p. 

•+ - . + 
p+p •+• d+ff p+p + p+p 

Beam intensity ">* 2 "» 6 2 
Target thickness 90 mg/cm 45 mg*cm 
Solid angle 3 x io~ 3 3 x 10-2 
Cross sections (CM) 100 ub/sr 10 mb/sr 
mean value 

Jacobian 8-32 3-4 
Rate/sec *v 50 + 30 

THE POLARIZED TARGET 

The target is polarized with a strong magnetic field (25 kilo-
gauss) with an homogeneity of a fev 10"^ over the sample volume. 
This field is provided by Heloholtz superconducting coils. Targets 
of this type have been in service at SIN for a few years. 

However, as already mentioned, we handle low energy particles. 
Such a field, extended over about 10 cm will, strongly bend and 
even "curl" the lower energy particles. Therefore we have decided 
to freeze the target down to 50 mK*. At this temperature the po
larization can be maintained for a long time with a field lower 
than 5 kilogauss. The effect of such a field on the lowest energy 
particle will be easily corrected when the particle tracks are re
constructed. 

A cryostat that reaches such a low temperature is presently 
in service at Saturne. We plan to insert a similar device in the 
SIN target system. 

CONCLUSION 
11 12 Two different approaches ' have been presented at this 

workshop to evaluate the. imaginary part of the 8N potential. The 
first leads to.a.strength of about 150 MeV at an interaction range 
of *\» I fm, the second one to a streng.h ten times smaller. Both 
fit in a reasonable way the annihilation data. They predict very 
different angular distributions and energy dependence for Ay, 
below 700 MeV/c. An accurate measurement of this observable will 
permit to choose which one, if either, is the right solution. 

New data on the search for the S meson have also been pre
sented.'3 They show the usual small peak sitting on a huge non 
resonant background as in all the S meson experiments. The measure-



oenc we have proposed should be much acre seasicive Co Che S-aeson 
dececcioa (high Z) acting as a f ilcer againsc che lov 2.-components. 
Moreover che results'3 of che scudy of Che forward elascic scatter
ing in the Coulomb interference region show how strongly they 
depend on che spin dependent-parameter n, presently unknown. Here 
coo che measurement of do7d£2 for the two spin states (see eq. 4) 
will provide a definite value. 

Therefore ic appears chat a high resolution measurement of 
pp elascic differencial cross section and analyzing power from 
350 Co 702 MeV/c will perfectly exploit Che new possibilities 
offered by che LEAR facility. 
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